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167-page collection of modern, fierce poetry, as much about lycanthropy as identity. 

There exists within each of us a Dual nature… the Wild & Tame, Dark & Light, 

Feminine & Masculine. . . the Balance within each of us that makes us not one or 

the other, but equal.  

A declaration to all that makes us whole, dedicated to the wild women who wear fur like armor; 

for the outcasts aching to transform. This first full-length collection of poems details a healing, a 

reckoning, and a transformation into the wolf (her)self, from a woman born of blood and 

brambles, layered masks and mosaics made of broken hearts... a reclamation and rebirth in 

flame. 

As if bitten by a wolf, undergoing my own transformation, this collection was born. Each poem 

a howl, bursting from my throat onto the page. Each poem a new inner discovery, a rebirth and 

reclamation. 

This poetry is very much the essence of the Wild Woman coming out to howl at the moon, 

rampaging through the forest in great bounds and leaps. As Clarissa Pinkola Estés, PhD writes 

in her book Women Who Run With the Wolves, “[The Wild Woman] comes to us through 

sound as well; through music which vibrates the sternum, excites the heart; it comes through 

https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/60543372-singing-through-my-wolf-bones


the drum, the whistle, the call, and the cry. It comes through the written and the spoken 

word; sometimes a word, a sentence or a poem or a story, is so resonant, so right, it causes us 

to remember, at least for an instant, what substance we are really made from, and where is 

our true home.” 

 

Ordering information and more: creativetianna.com/books 

 

About the Author: Tianna G. Hansen has been writing her whole life. She wanders woodlands 
as a wolf woman, howling at the moon in every phase. Tianna earned her MFA in Fiction from 
Arcadia University in 2016, but poetry is her first love. She currently resides in Pennsylvania 
with her husband (who she met in Edinburgh, Scotland - but he isn't Scottish!) and three cats, 
though much of her heart is at home in Denmark. Find more of her work online at 
creativetianna.com or follow her on Instagram @embodiedhealingwithtianna (her blog) or 
@goldencracked_words.  
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featured in the Doylestown Observer, Fairless Focus, Langhorne Ledger, Morrisville Times, New 

Hope News, Newtown Gazette, Northampton Herald, Lower Southampton Spirit, Warwick 

Journal, Yardley Voice (in-print and online; March 2022) 
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